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F i re-Damp ]~xpl(l~lions.--The Annales des Mines (T. xi, liv. 2) 
gives three papers on the relations of atmospheric pressure and coal 
dast, to explosions of fire-damp, and on the best means of preventing 
them. The French Academy has appointed MM. Daubrde, P. Then- 
ard, and ]3erthelot, a committee to act with a committee of engineers, 
in studying remedial measures. " C. 
Crystallized Glass.--M. ¥ideau, director of the Blanzy glass 
works, has obtained some fine specimens of crystallized glass, from 
a crucible that had been running for eight months and a half, in'a 
Siemens furnace. He hopes to obtain still better crystals, together 
with the '~mother-waters,'' from a furnace that seems likely to act 
for nine or ten months.--Comptes Rendus. C. 
Discovery of Springs.--M. Baour states that in many cases, 
permanent supplies of subterranean water may be found by observing 
the quivering of the air on a clear summer day, when the sun is near 
the horizon and the air is still. By the aid of an assistant with two 
beacons, the outlines of the quivering area may be marked out, and 
wells dug at convenient points. The success of " divining-rod" 
wielders may, perhaps, have often arisen from a knowledge of this 
method.--Les Mondes. C. 
Meteors. - - In his closing communications to the French Academy, 
M. Daubrde gives an interesting summary of the various meteoric 
phenomena and markings which have been satisfactorily explained by 
his experiments with dynamite. Popular theories had previously 
assumed that there should be some such explanation, but positive 
evidence was wanting. In like manner, Abb(~ 5loller had pointed out 
resemblances between lightning and electricity, but the identity was 
not demonstrated until Franklin drew the lightning from the skies 
in 1752. C. 
I n f luence  o f  T rees  on  Moisture.- -M. Fautrat has made ob- 
servations in French forests, to determine the influence of trees on 
the distribution of rain and moisture. He finds that forests receive 
more rain than open plains, and pines more than leafy trees. Pines 
retain more than half of the water that is precipitated upon them, 
while leafy trees allow 58 per cent. to reach the ground. Pines, 
therefore, furnish the best shield against sudden inundations, and the 
best means for giving freshness and humidity to a climate like that 
of Algiers.--ComT~es Rendus. C. 
